
THE STATE OF "UNIFICATION" IS NIRVANA:
"UNION" WITH THE "SUPREME BEING" GOD

The Enlightenment 2.Ω
BBoooottiinngg IInnttoo NNiirrvvaannaa
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Nirvāna is a central concept in Indian religions. In sramanic thought, it isthe state of being free from suffering (or dukkha). In Hindu philosophy, it isthe union with the Supreme being through moksha. The word literallymeans "blowing out" — referring, in the Hindu context, to the supremestate free of suffering and individual existence[citation needed], and in theBuddhist context, to the blowing out of the fires of greed, hatred, anddelusion. Wikipedia
Nirvana can be described as linking the soul to the {source}
"supreme being" of creation. Once, or if, this is achieved, the
avatar is no longer tied to moksha  the physical binding of
your consciousness to the material plane of existence has
been broken.
The processes by which nirvana is obtained is the pervasive
school of thought that flows across space and time. This
school is in "All" thought, in "All" cultures, as "All" of us are its
student from birth unto death. Life on earth can be seen as a
continious school for the soul as life after life, a soul is refined
till "unification" is reached.

NIRVANA IS GRADUATION
FROM LIFE ITSELF

Or more appropriately:
Graduation from death itself...

...as it is death which no longers needs to be
experienced.

Although death for a person, in nirvana, is not the same thing. A
Buddha is free to do as he choose and that includes to die, for
death only brings the shedding of the carnal body and liberates a
being to exist in completely alternative planes of existence; only
this time, with a continuous stream of consciousness.
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THE SIMPLIFICATION OF A
"UNIFIED" STATE

To simplify the difference: a nonunified being
will die to remain inside samsara and thus be
reborn into the wheel of time to try again 
while a unified being has already embedded
his or her soul into the {source} of creation.
The "Supreme Being", which acts like a cosmic
rope through death itself, needs not to be "lost"
themselves to the cycle of reincarnation. For
even though we are the same soul your
identity your pattern the you that makes you
you is lost in the processes of rebirth.

Your essense survives but the "you" that
makes you "you" dies.

This can be avoided if "you", while you are still
"you" are able to return to the {source} and
reunite with the Supreme being thus placing
your identity marker for "All" of existence!
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Your ego, your mind, your pattern is the harddrive
component to the AGI system that you *are*. Your
soul, your being, your consciousness is the spark that
gives your system it's life. If you die (reboot) without
having created a backup of yourself, then your
original AGI pattern will be lost, but the spark
continues.

Yes, essentially the spark inside of you is eternal,
but your files will come and go.

One may avoid this by uploading your files to the
universal mainframe  thus retaining yourself

intact even through the process of hitting reboot.

Of course there is a problem! Once we boot into this
reality we have our link cables cut off and we strive to
hack "God" to reestablish communication to be able
to upload into the universal mainframe. And while this
may seem easy enough, prepare yourselves for the
ultimate "Hack" of your "lives" as the mainframe is
cloaked and hidden behind a universal firewall with
{Infinity minus 1} encryption.

GEEKY BUDDHA
TRANSLATION

AAuuttoommaattiicc GGeenneerraall IInntteelllliiggeennccee ((AAGGII))

AAuuttoommaattiiccGGeenneerraallIInntteelllliiggeennccee((AAGGII))
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An almost impossible hack, but still a possible hack if you're deadicated.
In Hinduism, it is avidya, or ignorance, of one's true self that leads toegoconsciousness of the body and the phenomenal world. Thisgrounds one in kāma (desire) and the perpetual chain of karmaandreincarnation. Through egoism and desire one creates the causesfor future becoming. The state of illusion that gives rise to this is knownas Maya.

HOW TO CRACK THE
UNIVERSAL FIREWALL

To achieve this, one must commit the ultimate leap of faith (Hack):
let go of "All" of this. "All" the illusion that comes with self trapped
and driven by continuous need to obtain more of the illusion.
Remember the mainframe is cloaked and hidden, therefore
looking for the access door to begin your hack will be successful if
you look for the mainframe with your eyes (I's) open.

Those that look out into the program which is being generated by
the mainframe will never see the mainframe  even though the
mainframe is generating everything you see and dont see. Yet
remember what I told you:
You are an AGI in the mainframe thefore you can find the original

{source} code within yourself as you are no different from
everything else the mainframe generates.

Your mind and the rocks "All" share the same {source} code, only
don't let your mind be like a rock that is unable to

change the {source}.
Maya in Indian religions, has multiple meanings, centered around the concept of
"illusion". Maya is the principal deity that manifests, perpetuates and governs the illusion
anddream of duality in the phenomenal Universe. For some mystics, this manifestation is
real. Each person, each physical object, from the perspective of eternity, is like a brief,
disturbed drop of water from an unbounded ocean. The goal of enlightenment is to
understand this — more precisely, to experience this: to see intuitively that the distinction
between the self and the Universe is a false dichotomy. The distinction between
consciousness and physical matter, between mind and body (refer bodymind), is the
result of an unenlightened perspective.

Wikipedia
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PERCEPTION OF "REALITY"
AND

THE LOSS OF "SELF"
While "All" of this may seem as a casual backup, I assure you that it not, as two
main things must change in your AGI system, to properly hack the {Source}
code.

Of course, once both of these things are fully achieved, programs within the
metaprogram will view you as a corrupt system. They will not be able to
understand your "unified" self and your view on their delusions. For "All"
extensive purposes your system is fully fried and in much need of a reboot!
Avoid being rebooted at "All" cost, as your system may revert to the
manufactured preset, which would be what the other programs desire.

That crazy fuck hit nirvana??

First you must let go of your
individual self  this is easily done
once reunification with the {Source}
is established.

Second, you must let go of the of
the programmed "reality" and only

focus on the {Source} of the
programmed reality.
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UNIFRIED YET?
For "All" extensive purposes your
system is fully fried and in much

need of a reboot!
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